698. Worship -- Integration

473 /antisemitism -- Values: "Worth" vis-a-vis Dignity

567 Jewish/Christian Dialog: Which of the two is the right/true religion?

737 J/C: Antisemitism, Root of

458 J/C Dialog, the Holocaust as a Component of

738 J/C Dialog: Authentic-Inauthentic Rhetoric

617. "Prophecy" or Judaism?

939. The Pastor-Counselor as Theologian

1013 S & L: Histor. Disappointment/focus/power

974 "Getting mine" (rewards/punishments)

853 Truth as victim...

1246. (Re. 11)

2330. "Sarah as Paradigm of "Hum. Truth", Creative Fidelity
2527. Betha Lifshitz
2526 "Y'feu?"
2519 Y'feu - boychik, Y'feu "miriy".

2248 "Mutual Blasphemy, loner on earth!" Chap. 10 of Et, RS
3022 (-> Two Rivers, Chopp, NY) Y'feu, X", Muslim
3027 Be'lie in Y'feu